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A group of 30 leading practitioners and scholars in trans-boundary water relations met at the House
of Lords, London, on 24 October 2016 for exchange of insights. The meeting was convened by
Strategic Foresight Group and the Centre for the Resolution of Intractable Conflicts at Harris
Manchester College, Oxford University. The free flowing nature of conversation helped connect dots
in the water diplomacy sphere. It provided answers to some questions while raising new ones.
Is water a basin security issue or a global security issue?
It is obvious that water is a regional security issue in shared river basins. Actions in one country can
have implications for other countries, causing tensions and conflicts. The conversation in London
clarified that water, acting in conjunction with other drivers of change, can also affect global peace
and security. The Russian drought in 2010, resulting in ban on grains exports, increased bread prices
in North Africa and combined with local breakdown of trust in the institutions of state contributed to
the Arab Spring revolutions. The drought in Syria also compounded the collapse of social contract
between the state and the civil society, forcing farmers to move to over-stretched cities, generating
flow of refugees to the neighbouring countries and Europe. The refugee pressure in Europe changed
the political dynamics in the European Union giving rise to the right wing political forces. Similarly,
the floods in Pakistan in 2010 strengthened extremist organisations which eventually worsened the
security environment in South Asia. If there had been cooperation between countries sharing rivers
on floods, drought and ecosystem management, it might have been possible to adapt to crisis and
mitigate the impact.
Currently, less than 20 per cent of the cropped land is cultivated. It provides 40 per cent of food. In
some countries less than 10 per cent of the cropped land is cultivated. There are demands for
increasing irrigation to alleviate poverty. If large irrigation plans are put in place, leading to diversion
of water resources, there will be conflicts between riparian countries. Alternatively, water supplies
will not be able to meet the growing demand for food production. Moreover, with desertification
and the depletion of water resources, if some countries enter international market for food grains
and place orders for 100-200 million tonnes of additional grains, food prices will mount, causing pain
for poor people in all parts of the world. This is bound to result in riots and conflicts. The drop in
food production may be in one geography, but its impact can be worldwide through international
market mechanism.
Water is thus an issue for peace and security in some of the basins as much as it is a global security
issue, in conjunction with other factors. It is expected that this growing realisation will be reflected
in the Budapest Water Summit Declaration (November 2016) and the report of the Global High Level
Panel on Water and Peace (September 2017).
When exactly does water become a source of conflict?
It is possible to have routine management of a shared river basin in a cooperative way so long as
there is an institutional mechanism to deal with it. It’s when large scale infrastructure – particularly
for hydro-electricity or irrigation – is planned that cooperation can give way to conflict. This applies
to creation of new infrastructure as well as repair and renewal of aging infrastructure. Experts look
for early warning signs by monitoring tender documents in sensitive basins, which can potentially
provide scope for negotiations and settlement. Such negotiated settlements are plausible in
societies making rational choices. However, in societies facing existential risks, there is a risk of
water relations being portrayed in the context of insecurity paradigm of the country.
The conversation in London therefore suggested that maximum effort should be made to resolve
differences over large infrastructure or other issues at a low threshold level and before water

contributes to breakdown of the state and the society. Once the dangerous threshold between a
society operating on rational choices and the one facing existential risks is crossed, water needs to
be part of a larger package of conflict resolution.
Can we define the continuum of the relationship between water, peace and security?
Cooperation and small conflicts between most riparian countries in shared basins can be mostly
managed with technical cooperation tools. At this stage, there is no particular need for engagement
of political leaders. When the conflict, existing or potential, increases in intensity because of the
stakes involved, it is necessary to design trade-offs between water and other public goods such as
public investments and regional security. At this stage it is necessary to involve political leaders at
the highest level – Heads of Governments – since only they can determine terms of trade-offs
between different ministries in negotiations with foreign countries. Once a water conflict is
enmeshed with other factors, it is extremely difficult to resolve it. At this stage high political leaders
may not want to get involved or may adapt a defensive approach. When the conflict reaches a
violent stalemate and parties look for solution, water needs to be part of a larger package. At this
stage, Heads of Government must be involved. Once the conflict is over, water needs to be included
in the post-conflict peace-building efforts where solutions are technical but guided by political
leaders.

The first 3 phases of this continuum can be represented in concentric circles conceptualised by one
of the participants.
Can upstream become downstream?
The conversation in London emphasised that good governance, efficiency and new technologies are
not only tools for integrated water resources management but also possible solutions to conflicts
between neighbouring countries by reducing demand-supply gap. It is known how Singapore used
good governance and technology to reduce its dependence on Malaysia, from where it imports
water, and averted a potential conflict. Technological solutions may include desalination, waste
water treatment, solar energy, and precision irrigation, among others. In particular, the falling cost
of desalination can bring about a paradigm shift. As desalination is best done near the coasts, it is
possible to imagine that coasts will become upstream with water flowing by pipelines to the
hinterland which will in effect become the new downstream. This can change power equations as it
can be already observed in some parts of the world. Such a phenomenon would obviously be
restricted to the countries with access to coastline and energy. Nevertheless, it needs to be taken
into account.

But what actually is water?
Much of the discourse on water and peace is about fresh water, primarily rivers and lakes. The
conversation in London strongly suggested that groundwater should also be factored while shaping
future trans-boundary relations. Groundwater accounts for 30 per cent of the earth’s fresh water
resources whereas lakes, rivers and reservoirs account for 0.4 per cent of the earth’s fresh water
resources. In many parts of the world groundwater table are already dropping and in some places
groundwater is contaminated by arsenic or other hazardous substances. Yet the sheer volume of
groundwater, in comparison with the volume of water in lakes and rivers, makes it essential to factor
it in the future management of water resources as groundwater can be a cause or remedy for
conflicts in some parts of the world.
Can water cooperation contribute to comprehensive peace?
It is possible to construct an approach to find solutions to water related conflicts using tools that
may be applicable to each point in the continuum. It is more interesting to explore how water can be
an entry point for dialogue for broader peace. In the reconstruction of relationships in the Balkans,
Sava River Agreement played a key role in building confidence. The Foyle Fisheries Commission was
one of the inspirations for the Northern Ireland peace process. Water Cooperation Quotient
published by Strategic Foresight Group (2015) revealed an unusual equation: Any two countries
engaged in active water cooperation do not go to war for any reason whatsoever.
And where do we go now?
The conversation in London was very useful as an exercise in exchange of insights. It connected dots
between basin and global security issues, between technical and political solutions, between peace
efforts to resolve water disputes and water cooperation to build comprehensive peace.
The insights exchanged in conversation, and captured in this brief report, can inform efforts to use
water for peace and peace for water, such as the discussions in the UN Security Council, various
water summits and the work of the Global High Level Panel on Water and Peace.
The input was very valuable for the Strategic Foresight Group to sharpen and finalise its Water
Cooperation Quotient, which in its new form will help countries answer a challenging question: How
can the countries sharing water resources advance their cooperation in a way that will contribute to
comprehensive peace and security in their region?
The convening helped foster a network of practitioners and experts who will be regularly kept
informed of the peace and security dimension of the international water discourse.
In the ultimate analysis, conversations of this nature are helpful if they make even small contribution
to improving the life of 2 billion poor people living in shared river basins of the developing world.
Can their living conditions improve? Can wars be averted? Can resources wasted on instruments of
destruction be diverted to solutions that improve life? Can water be transformed from a source of
potential crisis into an instrument of peace and cooperation?
(This report reflects understanding of the proceedings of the roundtable by the host organisations. It
is not a consensus statement and cannot be said to represent the consent of the participants.)
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